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Draw and Label Phenomenon
Add a Google drawing or take a picture and insert in this slide.

Phenomenon When a phone is buried between couch cushions it appears 
quiter than on top of a table when it rings_
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Phenomenon observations

I  notice _that the glass had a loundest_
I  notice _that the metal had the qutie_
I  notice _that plastic and ceramic were the same volume_
I  notice __
I  notice __
I  notice __
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Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what would 
happen if…?

I wonder  _if a different sound would be effected in the same way by the same materails_?
I wonder  why glass appears to raise the volume of the sound__?
I wonder  why metal appears to lower the volume of the sound __?
I wonder  why the plastic and the ceramic did not appear to change the volume of the sound_?
I wonder  how the volume of a sound is effected by cardboard?
I wonder  __?
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All Materials and Equipment  Available
List all materials and equipment (be as specific as possible with quantity and type)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

glass bowl  3 ¼” h x 6 ¾” d

Plastic bowl 7”d x 3” h

Metal  bowl  7” d x 3” h

Decibel meter app 

iPhone 14

iPhone 8
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Play to Learn More
Tinker and experiment with materials and equipment you have available to explore 
how everything works.

I  noticed trying to find bowls made of different material in the same size is hard.

I  notice ___

I  notice ___

I  notice ___

I  notice ___
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Research Investigation (Experiment)
Independent Variables (a variable manipulated or changed by the 
experimenter-think “I” control it)

The sound for the experiment, 
The material and size of the bowls used in the experiment
Where the experiment is done
The environment of the experiment
The volume of the sound used for the experiment

Dependent Variables (a responding variable which could vary depending on 
other factors and can be measured and/or calculated with available equipment)

How materials will react with or change the experiment sound
__
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Testable Question (can be answered with a claim based on evidence from a 
scientific experiment)

How will bowls made of different materials  

affect the volume-level of a sound?
Independent variable selected for testing

dependent variable selected for testing
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Experimental Procedure (detailed enough to allow data collection to be 
repeated exactly as you collected it) 

Note: Control Variables (all independent variables not selected for testing must be given a set value or controlled. 

These controlled settings must be explicitly noted in the procedure.) 

Play ringtone on iPhone 14
Place iPhone 14 on wood table
Place test bowl over iPhone 14 playing ringtone
Measure sound level of ringtone with decibel measuring app on iPhone 8 
Record sound level in journal


